A warning, not all “light beings” are of the Light

We are living in very challenging and transforming times, during which we need to have all our wits about us. We need to have our radar fully functioning, so we can pick up deception, untruths and illusions. As there will be many.

I have been holding a secret for many years and desperately wanted to warn others but I must admit I was too wary to put this information out there. I did not want to put myself in the firing line of many New Agers. Now however thanks to George Kavassilas I have been given the sign to let this information out. He was the brave soul who came out and spoke this truth first.

When I first woke up I wanted to find others who were of a like mind. I was invited to a meditation group at a friend’s house. All around the walls she had these (I must admit very cheesy looking) paintings of so called Ascended Masters and Angelic beings. She explained to us that they were part of the Galactic Federation of Light and the Ashtar Command. I felt sick, at first I did not associate the sick feeling with these beings, but as we sat down to meditate Big Allova (my higher self) told me not to listen to the meditation, to close off my aura and not allow in any energy, what so ever, as these beings were not who they said they were and I was not to work with them. I was surprised but did as I was advised.

The other people in the meditation were all so in awe of the channel, and the channellings of these beings, I was too scared to blow their bubbles and tell them that these beings were not as they appeared. So I kept my mouth shut.

I struggled with this for a few weeks, maybe I was wrong, maybe my ego was talking, I had a very atheist up bringing, my mother was very strict in telling me there was not a god, and that Christianity especially was just lies. I always had a problem with the teachings of Christianity, at school Jesus was used as a threat to get naughty children to behave. I never wanted to hear the religious nonsense and would sing songs in my head throughout my religious education lessons. I was forceful in my ideas, so when I was confronted with a Sananda channelling I did wonder for a while if this was my ego pushing against Sananda’s teachings, as the channel had told me this was Jesus’s higher self.

So I began reading the books of channellings of Sananda, and finally the Ashtar Command. The words were great they talked about love and light and how we are all going to ascend. My rational mind said yes this must be ok and true, but my belly said otherwise. My intuition would go crazy, I would feel sick, in fear, manipulated and confused. So I put away the books and decided that for now I would only follow my own path and allow others to follow theirs. I did not think about these beings much more as I was too busy integrating all the different aspects of my multidimensional consciousness. I had more than enough information of my own to be going on with to be bothered anymore by this.
A friend gave me a tape of a channelling by Saint Germaine. During which he spread fear about the Zeta, using very negative manipulative fearful ways of trying to get those listening to fear them. I was furious I was shocked at my response; I wanted to tell the world how this Saint Germaine was spreading lies and deception. I then thought maybe it is because I am Zeta and they have had bad publicity mainly coming from these Galactic Federation of Light (GFL) beings. Maybe it was just I was on one side and they another, and that was the reason I felt the way I did. I processed this over and over trying to find a past life issue, or off world issue to explain why I felt so strongly. I wanted to scream to the world “Do not trust these beings, they are not who they say they are “. It was hard for me as a lot of people who were in my spiritual circles were so into them, giving all their power away to them, I dared not say a word.

I did pluck up the courage one day and told a friend of mine that I did not align myself with these GFL beings , I did not give the reason , just told her that it was not my cup of tea. She transformed in front of my eyes. She became furious told me I needed to look at my denial of these beings, that I had blocks and issues which needed to be addressed or I would not ascend. I was shocked at how a woman who normally so loved could change so quickly. No matter what I said she was having none of it, she was adamant that she was right and I was in need of her help. She even went ahead without my permission and booked a healing session with a healer to look at my issues. Incredible!

Big Alloya explained to me what was going on with these GFL beings. She said “These beings are not how they appear, they are not who they want you to think they are. They are not enlightened, they are not evolved, they are not sourcing from the dimension which they want you to believe they are. They live in artificial ascended realities which are not fifth dimensional and above but exist in the lower levels of the fourth dimension.

She took me on a journey up into the upper dimensions and on my way back down I saw these artificial realities, these artificial heavens. I saw the GFL beings as parasites sucking off the life force energy of those of us on the earth. They did not look like Angels or Ascended Masters; they looked dark parasitic beings with pipes coming from their faces which they used to suck off the energy. They were not nice to look at. I did not judge them or what they were doing. Big Alloya told me that they had ingested monatomic gold, and other substances to inflate the spiritual body which then enabled them to ascend. The Annunaki in particular ingested this gold and used it to enable them to pass through stargates and portals, shape shift and gain godlike abilities. This was partly why they came to the earth to mine for earth’s gold.

She showed me how humans on the earth who gave away their power to these beings had agreed to it on a soul level and that they did not need to be saved , that it was a learning curve for them. Alloya told me I did not need these artificial schools and therefore had by passed the need for GFL. It is as if people need to graduate from these artificial ascended schools.

I did not come across the GFL again until I went to America. I was doing a seminar and had spent the day teaching people how to hold various dimensional energies in a room. Later that evening my friend said did I want to go to a channelling evening. I said yes. Before we went in she said to me “Shall we hold energy”? “Yes let’s hold a fifth dimensional energy “I said. Big Alloya said to me that it would be interesting to watch to see what would happen , if the entity being channelled was really from the fifth
dimension then everything would be ok, however if it was deceptive it would not be able to hold its integrity in the held energy.

We sat down and waited for the channel that was late. Suddenly she came into the room, full of ego and a bit arrogant. Those who regularly went to these evenings seemed to worship her, which she loved. She told us that she was going to channel Ashtar. I thought “Oh no not him”. I looked at my friend and we began holding the fifth dimensional energy in the room. The channel closed her eyes and took several deep breaths. She frowned and breathed harder. She opened her eyes and told us that Ashtar was having problems coming through. I thought oh we are preventing him coming through because he is a low fourth dimensional being and cannot stand in this energy. The channel closed her eyes again and began deep breathing; ten minutes later still no Ashtar. The channel opened her eyes and went into ranting about how she was sick and tired of it always being her to have to channel. She cried and got really aggressive and angry blaming us all for not holding her in the right energy to be able to channel Ashtar. She went on to say someone else has to channel. Everyone looked at me. She told me I had to channel Ashtar.

I told her no way was I channelling him or any other being, she got super angry with me and shouted abuse at me, which made the rest of the group upset and confused. Finally we all left leaving the channel a mess, I felt sorry for her and wanted to help her, but she would have none of it, I did not explain to her about GFL or what they were doing to her, as she was so mad with anger. Suffice to say the group broke up which I was sad about as I knew my friend and I had instigated it by holding the fifth dimensional energy. I never did find out what happened to the channel but suffice to say she no longer channelled Ashtar.

Why do you tell us this now Alloya, I hear you ask?

Several years back I was talking to Gaia and she told me that there would be a landing of ETs in the future, (I feel this could be now, sorry I was never good at times). She told me that the first public landing would a hoax, the grand deception. She told me that the GFL would land in their ships and many would want to leave with them on these ships. Those who did leave with them would then become energetic food for these artificially ascended beings. She told me not to leave with anyone. She made me promise that no matter who turned up, even if it looked like my soul family I was not to leave with anyone. It took me over an hour to process out my wish to leave the planet to go back to the stars before I could say yes to Gaia. She even tested my resolve and showed me pictures of thousands of people leaving on ships, as there was the threat of a disastrous pole shift. “You might be the only one left on the earth” she said. I made that promise and stand by it today.

I want to warn those of you who are desperate to leave the planet, those who wish to go home to the stars. Be very careful of whom you accept a lift from, not all ships of light are going where you want to go.

Love Alloya